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ABSTRACT 

An overview of electron-positron collision physics is presented. It be
gins at 1 MeV, the energy region of positronium formation, and extends to 
2 TeV, the energy region which requires an electron-positron linear collider. Ic 
addition, the concept of searching for a lepton-epecifie force is discussed. 
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A. Introduction 

The initial purpose of this talk was to tell an audience of nuclear physi
cists and particle physicists about electron-positron collision physics: what we 
have learned and what we are doing. As I wrote the talk, I found that it 
provided me with the opportunity to give a broader view of electron-positron 
collision physics, to point out the areas whero future research might be most 
fruitful. Some of these areas are well-known: electron-positron annihilation 
physics at the Z° and studying the properties of hadrons containing the b-
quark. Less recognized fruitful areas are: understanding the decay modes of 
the tau lepton and studying hadrons containing the «-quark. There are two 
areas which I have never seen discussed: electron-positron collision physics 
below 500 MeV in the barycentric system and the search for what I call a 
lepton>5pecinc force. In the written version, I have shifted the emphasis to 
pointing out these less recognised and unrecognised areas of electron-positron 
collision physics. 

'Work rapportcd by the Department of Entrgy, contract DE-ACO5-7ftSF00515. 
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Figure 1 is the route map for this talk. I start at 1 MeV and go up in 
energy, dividing the discussion into energy regions according to the physics, 
the experimental method and the accelerator technology. 

I have restricted the references to a few special areas because I am cov
ering a broad subject. 

Unless otherwise noted, all energies are total energies in the barycentric 
system denoted by y/i or ECM.. 
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B. i Afe V to 500 Jtfe V and Positronium 

1 begin with the regions of 1 MeV to 500 MeV total energy. At the 
1 MeV boundary or this region lies a vast area of e+e~ phys: •&: the fonnation 
of positronium 

e + + e" — Pa , 
and its decay 

Pa-* i + i , T + 7 + T. 
A minor subject in the region is the study or Bhabha scattering 

e + + e~ - . e + + e" . (2) 
Three decades ago, Bhabha scattering was studied using a positron beam on 
a fixed target, then work stopped in most of tlr enetgYsMMh Research 
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continued only at the low-energy end, the area of atomic physics. In the last 
few years, a special interest in Bhabha scattering at an Bc.m. of 1.6 to 1.8 MeV 
has developed, as 1 discuss later. 

There are two reasons for there being no interest in general studies or 
Bhabha scattering or photon pair production, 

e* +e~ ^1 + 1 , (3) 
in the I MeV to 500 MeV region. First, the consensus is, or at least was, that 
quantum electrodynamics explains all e+e~ physics in this region. Second, an 
e+e~ circular collider of traditional design has low luminosity in this energy 
region, and no e +c~ collider has been built in this energy icgion. The two rea
sons reinforce each other. If there is no phvsics interest, there is no incentive 
to build a collider. If a collider is very hard to build, why get interested in 
the physics. One set of perhaps anomalous measurements has revived interest 
in studying Bhabha scattering in the I MeV to several MeV region. Some 
experiments' show c +«~ pairs produced in collisions of high Z ions, these pairs 
having masses of 1.6 to 1.8 MeV/c 1. The data on these pairs is confusing; the 
production mechanism is unknown. Electron beam dump experiments3 have 
excluded a production mechanism involving a conventional, unstable elemen
tary particle: <f> —> c+ + e~. Bhabha scattering at of 1.6 to 1.8 MeV 
might show a peak in the cross section if the unknown production mechanism 
can occur in a pure e*e~ system; that is, if the presence of high Z ions is not 
required. Numerous measurements of Bhabha scattering in the energy region 
have been made in the past few years. An e + beam and a fixed target, usually 
of low Z, are used. At present, the measurements are contradictory and there 
is no confirmed observation of a peak.3 

Interest in the several MeV region has also been simulated by possible 
problems in precisely understanding the properties of pua.tronium itself; the 
lifetime of orthopositroniom, for example.4 

I have been thinking about the best strategy for exploring the 1 MeV to 
500 MeV region; measuring with precision the cross sections for 

e + + e" -* e + + e~ , (4o) 
e + + e - -* M + + M ~ . (**) 
e* + e~ - • rvf , n > 2 ; (4c) 

looking far anomalous differential cross sections and resonances in the total 
cross section. We do not know how to design an e+e~ circular coltider which 
can operate from several MeV to 500 MeV, because known design principles 
limit the dynamic range to three or four. Therefore, I am considering fixed 
target experiments. The SLAC linear accelerator can produce e + beams with 
a maximum energy of 50 GeV, corresponding to fc.ni. = 220 MeV. Above 
about 500 MeV, the VEPP-2M e+e~ circular (Sec. C) can take up studies of 
the reactions in Eq. 4; but there would still be a gap in energy coverage. 

In Sec. L on lepton-speciBc forces, I will again take up the 1 MeV to 
500 MeV region. There are indirect ways UJ explore this region, using processes 
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such as 
e + + e —» e + + e - •+ c + -t- e" 

but these indirect methods have less sensitivity. 

C. 500 MeV to 8 GtV and Hadron Production 

The history of high-energy, e + e~ collision physics began in this energy 
region: A DONE in Italy, the CEA collider in the United States, the DCI in 
France and the VEPP colliders in the Soviet Union. Today, there is only one 
tTtr collider in this region, VEPP-2M-

In this energy region, the production or hadrons becomes important 
t* •+ tT -* badrons , 

and it was in this region that two main processes for hadron production were 
elucidated. Resonances such as the p, « , <j>, and at higher energies, the xj> and 
T, are produced through the process in Fig. 2a. The continuum production of 
hadrons, 

e^ + e~ - * many hadrons , 
occurs through the process in Fig. 2b, with the cross section per quark type 
and color, 

4sroJQ* 
o\e+e~ —» qS —> hadrons) = — - — - . (5) 

The recognized research to be done in this region concerns more precise studies 
of hadron production. I also see vaiuable research to be done on the reactions 
in Eq. 4, searching for anomalous behavior. Looking ahead, a high luminosity 
collider producing 

e + + e~ — <t> — K° + K" 
can extend our knowledge of the CP violating mechanism in the K"K° system. 

Hadrons 

Hadrons 

Figure £ 
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D. S GtVto SO GeV; the 4>, the r, the c-Quark and Hadron Jets 
This is the energy region where four great discoveries were made in the 

1970'B: 
(t) The jr, &, 0" family of cF-hadrons was discovered. 

(") The r heavy lepton was found through 
« + + e - -» T + + T - . (6) 

(tit) The D-badrons containing a single c-quark were found. 
(if) Hadron jets produced by the process 

e + +e~—*q + q~t q - • hadron jet , q -* hadron jet , 
were identified. 
One e + e~ collider is now operating in this region, SPEAR in the United 

States. A new, higher luminosity e+e~ collider, BEPC, is now being built in 
the Peoples Republic of China to operate in this region. 

There are a number of recognised research areas in this region. There 
is much more to be done in studies of the V>, D and F particle families. The 
complicated energy dependence of o ( e + e _ -* hadrons) from Ee.m. = 3.5 GeV 
to about 5 GeV, Pig. 3, is not understood. The r decay mode puzzle5 , 0 needs 
to be unraveled. Some properties7 or the r, such as the mass of vr, can be 
measured precisely using data from this region. I add to this liat more precise 
studies of the lepton-photon vertices in Eos. (4) and (6) and the search for a 
lepton-specific force. 
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The need for large amounts of data to further the research listed in the 
previous paragraph has stimulated a proposal for a very high luminosity e + e -

circular collider in this energy region.3'8 

E. 10 GeV to 56 GeV: b-Quark Physics and Other Successes 
At the lower end of the energy region lies the threshold for the production 

of the upsilon family of particles, T, T', T " , . . . , made up of a 6&-quark pair, 
and the threshold for the production of hadrons containing a single 6-quark. 
Three e*e~ circular colliders operate in the 10 GeV region: CESR in the United 
States, DORIS in Germany and VEPP-4 in the Soviet Union. 

At higher energies, there is the PEP collider in the United States, 20 
to 30 GeV, and the new TRISTAN collider in Japan. The TRISTAN collider 
sets the upper end of this region, 56 GeV, the highest e + e~ collision energy at 
which there is data. In the next few years, TRISTANS energy will move into 
the 60-70 GeV range. 

There have been four successes in the 10-56 GeV range. One tr'imphant 
success is the comprehensive research on the properties of hadrons containing 
the 6-quark. The most recent research indicates the possible existence of sub
stantial mixing of B° and B mesons. This in turn allows the possibility or 
searching for CP violation in the B°-B system and, if it exists, studying CP 
violation in this new system. 

Future detailed studies of 6-quark physics and searching for CP violation 
requires e + e~ collider luminosities in the range of 5 x 10 3 1 to 103* c m - 3 s~ l . 
Existing e + e~ colliders have luminosities in the range of 10 8 1 to 10" c m - 3 *~'. 
Therefore, a great amount of discussion and design work is being devoted to 
higher luminosities. Plana and proposals10 include: increasing the luminosities 
of the existing single-ring, circular colliders; building new double-ring, circular 
colliders; building a linear collider; and building a mixed linear-circular collider. 
These e+e~-colIider proposals have to be compared with proposals to use the 
large number of B mesons produced in hadron-hadron collisions, in fixed target 
or collider experiments. 

The second great success is the elucidation of the theory of quantum 
chromodynamics through the study of hadron production in the continuum. 
An important part of this elucidation came from the discovery and study of 
events with three hadron jets from the process 

e + + e - - v + 3 + p , 
q — quark - hadron je t , 
f —» quark — hadron jet , 
g -* glnon — hadron jet . 

The third success is the study of hadron production and related physics 
in the two-virtual photon process, 

e + + e" -» e + + t~ + *y. + 7, 
"h + 1m —* hadrons 
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in Pig. 4. Here -»„ is a virtual photon which in some kinematic conditions is 
almost a real photon. 

Figure 4 

The fourth success is the measurement of the interference of the electro
magnetic and weak amplitudes. Fig. 5, as the energy advances up the lower 
tail of the Z°. A taste of greater things to come. 

7 « 

Figure S 

The PETRA c+e~ collider in Germany contributed data to all of the 
mass, along with the other colliders listed in this section. PETRA which 
reached a maximum energy of about 46 GeV is not operated at present. 

Out of the large amount of data collected in this 10 to 56 GeV region has 
also come a strange result. The many measurementa of the decay modes of the 
r lepton have resulted in a problem in understanding the decay modes with 
one-charged particle, Table I. There is a discrepancy5'* between the inclusive 
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Rows Symbol Decay Mode Branching Fraction 
o f r - {%) 

1 Bx 1-charged particle inclusive 86.6 ± 0.3 

Bt t/t + e~ + f>t 17.6 ±0 .4 

2 
Ba V, + fi~ + P„ 17.7 ± 0.4 

2 
Bt Vr + W~ 10.8 ± 0.6 
Bf ft t p " 22.5 r 0.9 

Sum Cor modes in Rows 2 68.6 :t 1.2 

B*2f> 
x/T +• mK + twr0 

7.6 x 0.8 

3 —» 1-charged particle 
m > 1, n > 0, K = K°OT K~ 

] .8 ± 0.3 3 

SDXD for modes in Rows 3 9.4 x 0.9 

Vt + ir~ 4- n-r° 
n > 3 

4 i/T + JT~ + mtj + n-r° 
—• 1-charged particle 
m > 1, « > 0 , 

4 

Sum Tor modes in Rows 4 < 2.7 

5 
Sum for modes in Rows 2, 
3 and 4 

80.7 ± 1 . 5 

Table 1. Summary of present knowledge o 1-charged particle 
branching fraction in percent from Refs. 5 and 6. The numbers in 
Rows 1, 2, and 3 are the average of measured values and the associ
ated standard deviation. The sum in Row 4 is the 95% upper limit 
obtained from other data and accepted theory. Note that Refs. 5 and 
6 used Gaussian error distributions. 

one-charged particle branching fraction and the sum of the known exclusive 
one-charged particle branching fractions. 

The 10 to 56 GeV region has brought great disappointment, as well as 
great success. The top quark has not been found; a fourth generation quark 
has not ': een found; a fourth generation charged lepton has not been found; nor 
have additional neutral leptons been found—but the neutral leptons searches 
are not definitive.11 Further c*c~~ searches for these particles requires higher 
energy: TRISTAN above 56 GeV, the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) and LEP 
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in the Z" region of 70 to 110 GeV, LEP above the Z" to about 200 GeV and, 
ultimately, e + e~ linear colliders into the TeV region. 

Before moving on from what we have measured below 56 GeV to what 
we hope to measure above 56 GeV, I will summarize our knowledge and ex
pectations about the total cross sections for 

( + + e " - * f l ' + r i £ = e, ft, T , 
and 

e + + t~ -* hadrons . 
These reactions make up the explored land of known e+e~ collision physics. 
We have to took beyond that land for new particles or new phenomena. 

F. Overview of Crott Section for f+e~ —» Z+Z~ 
The total cross section for 

e ^ r - t f + r ; I = e, ft, or r , (7) 
follows from electroweak interaction theory. In writing down these formulas, 
I keep in mind that the formulas have only been confirmed directly in the e+e" 
collisions below 56 GeV, and indirectly in the decays of Z°'s produced in pp 
collisions. There may be surprises. Consider three energy regions, Fig. 6: the 
region centered on the Z° mass of about 93 GeV; the region below the Z°; 
and the region far above the Z°, above 200 GeV. In these formulas I ignore 
threshold effects and radiative corrections. The latter may be substantive, 
changing cross sections by tens of percent. 

Below the Z°y the electromagnetic process, Fig. 5a, dominates with 

a{e+e- -^ i -* t+f) = ^ - « ~ nb , (8a) 

where s is in GeV2. The weak process itself gives, Fig. 5b, 
Ql. 

a{e+e- -» Z° — t*tr) = — - = 1.8 x 10" 7 a nb , (86) 

where * is again in GeV2. Thus, when •*/» 5» 50 GeV, the weak process is 
detected through its interference with the electromagnetic. 

In the vicinity of the Z°, the weak process dominates as a real Z°\s 
produced. Here 

This is about 1.6 nb at Ec.m. = mx~ Radiative corrections reduce this to 
about 1.2 nb. 

Above 200 GeV, if there are no surprises, the electromagnetic process 
contributes according to Eq. (8a), but it is convenient to put a in TeV3 and 
use picobarns instead of nanobaras. Then, 

*4-*-A °087 , 0.1 , „ f t . 
a(e+e~ - » 7 - » £+£") w pb « — pb , (10a) 

a ( e + e - ^ r ^ n - g (9) 
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a very small crocs section. The weak process, ignoring interference, gives an 
even smaller cross section: 

with * in TeV, 

1 

I . i 7 

•s- ¥\ 

io 

IDC 200 300 "00 S00 60C 
Jl IGeV) o"*.-

Figure 6 

Figure 6 also gives the cross section in terms of R, where 

R = — , «b = -=— - til) 
Co 3a 

Thus far above this Z* region, R{t*c~ —• t+l~) is again about one. 

C. Ovtrvitw of C*ota Section for e+1~ —* hodrcu 
Again, I consider three energy regions: below the 2"*, in the vicinity of 

the Z"voA far above the Z°. 
Below the Z", hadron prodnction is dominated by the electromagnetic 

process 
e + - i - e - -*!-* hadrons , (12) 

10 



operating through the two mechanisms described in Fig. 2: resonance produc
tion and continuum production. The cross section Tor continuum production 
is obtained from Eq. (5] by summing over the number of quarks multiplied 
by three, for the three colors. Ignoring quantum chromodynamic corrections 

o-(e+e~ -»*»-» hadrons continuum) » ^P Q\ . (13a) 

Usually, as in Fig. 7," R is displayed. Measurements confirm the expectation 
Bfe +e" -»*»-» hadrons, continuum] » 3 ^ Q\ - (13&) 

4 
Once quantum chromodynamicB is taken into account, as ECM. rises to the 
tower tail of the Za, the weak process contribution 

e + + e ~ - » Z ° - » hadrons , (14) 
becomes obvious, Fig. 7b. 

In the vicinity of the Z".. we expect an enormous increase in o{e*+1~ -» 
Z° -• hadrons), Fig. 8. At the Z \ c{t+ +1~ •-* Z° -+ hadrons) » 40 nb, 
including the radiative corrections. 

Far above the £°(above, say, 200 GeV), the production of hadrons occurs 
through the combined amplitudes for the reactions in Eos. (12) and (14). In 
analogy to Eq. (iO) 

/ + - . t J ^ 0.087r,r,(m»,j) . „_. 
ff(e+e - * ? ? - * hadrons) = »_s_s—;n__i p b (IS) 

Here 5 is in TeV3, T9 is a threshold factor with Tq = 1 for * » mi*, mq is the 
mass of the ff-quark and 

r 9 = 1.0 , charge - quarks: ti, c , 

r, = 1.1, charge - quarks : d, *, 6 , 
These five known quarks will give 

O.fi 
o" (« +e~ -»• hadrons) = — pb . (16) 

With these completed overviews of charged lepton and badron produc
tion, I move above the 56 GeV boundary to energies yet to be explored in e+e~ 
collision physics. 

B. 56 GtV to 70 GeV 

The new TRISTAN collider will soon explore this region. The great inter
est is to search for new particles, particularly the top quark, and to search for 
new phenomena. Other interests are the study of the interference between elec
tromagnetic and weak amplitudes and the study of two-virtual photon physics. 

I have though of a speculative possibility in this region where the cross 
sections for lepton and quark production are at a mmniTrrar" before the rise of 

11 
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the Z". Suppose there is a new phenomenon in e + e~ colliaion physics which 
occurs at much higher energy. At lower energies, the cross section for effects 
due to this phenomenon might be proportional to a in analogy to Eq. (8b). 
The minimum in the cross section for lepton and quark production is an ideal 
place to look for roch effects. 

/. The Z° Region: SLC and LEP 

We are entering this energy region with two new e +e~ colliders. The 
SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) in the United States, Fig. 9, is starting operation 
at the Z". Its energy range is TO to 110 GeV. It is the first collider to use the 
linear collider principle,13 pointing the way for this new collider technology. 

In about a year, the LEP e*e~ circular collider. Fig. 10, in Switzerland 
will begin operation; the largest diameter accelerator or collider in the world. 
It will begin in the Z° energy region. As the supply of radio frequency power 
to the circulating beams is increased, the energy range will be extended to 
about 180 GeV. 

So much, has been dreamed and written about e+e~ collision physics at 
the Z°\ too much to summarise. I will mention a few main points. 1 4 

The Z° resonance, Figs. 6 and S, provides an enormous cross section for 
lepton and quark production at high energy. Neutral elementary fermions, such 
as neutrinos, are produce as copiously as charged fermions. At ECJH. = rnt. 
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ignoring radiative corrections: 

Here Tj is a threshold factor and 
96* T | 

r, = 1.0, 
17 = 2.0, 
rj = 1.2, 
Tf = 1.5, 

or T 

(17) 

f = r = e"\jT 

/ = u or e quark , 
/ = tL, a, or b quark , 

Searches for new particles can be direct or indirect. If a new particle is 
charged, stable or unstable, or if a new partkle is neutral and unstable, the 
search can be direct—unexplained events from the Z° decay. 

The production of new stable neutral particles—massive neutrinos, for 
example—can be detected indirectly through additions to the predicted width 
of the Za: 

(18) 
r „ _ Gm\rfT, 

** ~ Mi/2* 
This, again, ignores radiative aorrecikms which must be precisely calculated. 
If the mass of fhe new, neutral partkle is of the order of a GeV/c* or less, the 
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cross section for the reaction 
e + + e" -» Z° -* n+ missing energy , (19a) 

wQl be augmented above that contributed by 
«"•" + e"-* 2" — -j + vi + Dt , * = «, ji, r . (196) 

If you believe in the existence of a physical Higgs particle, the eliuive H° 
can be sought through 

e + + 1 ~ -* Z° -» Z° + F° . 
Returning to known physics, production and decay of the Z" at LEP and 

Che SLC is a source of «-quarks, ft-quarks and r leptona, allowing extension of 
the knowledge gained in the 3 GeV to 56 GeV regions. In addition, electroweak 
theory and quantum chromodynamkscan be tested in more detail. 

J. 100 GeV to tOO GeV: LEP 

Moving above the 2*. the energy region up to about 200 GeV will be 
explored by the LEP collider.11 New searches will be made for more massive 
quarks and leptons, for the Higgs particle (if not yet found), and for speculative 
particles of all sorts. 

The reaction 
e + + r~ — W+ + W~ , (20) 

is of great interest because one of its amplitudes, Fig. 11, has a W-2°-W 
vertex. Electroweak theory predicts the cross section in Fig. 12. At 200 GeV, 
<r(e+e~ -» W+W~) = 20 pb compared to a{t+e~ —• ji+/*~} = 2.5 pb from 
Eq. (10). Thus, the cross section for c + e _ — W*W~ is relatively substantia] 
at the upper end of tins energy range. Once We are directly produced, their 
properties and their decay products can be studied in detail. 

• - • 4 «»»*.•» 

Figure 11 

For moat of us, the 100 to 200 GeV region is both fascinating and fright
ening. We expect to understand t*t~ collision physics thorough the Z® region, 
although this may be Imbris; but the 100 to 200 GeV region is the entrance 
to terra incoonifo. What if s o new particles are found below 200 GeV, not 
even the top quark? What if tr(t+z~ —» / / ) continues to decrease as 1/s, 
beautifully simple, but ever smaller? 

It will be eight to ten yean before experimenters at LEP have concluded 
a through exploration of this region. We are too impatient to wait those years 
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before deciding to pi ih above 200 GeV in t+t" collision physics. Hence, our 
great interest in e+t" linear colliders1*and e + e~ collision physics from 200 <>V 
to 2 TeV. 

JT. 800 GeV to 2 TeV: e*tT Linear Colliders 

We are excited about with e+e~ linear colliders, Fig. 13, because the 
traditional e+e"~ circular collider costs too much to build and operate above 
200 or 300 GeV. We don't know yet how to design a 500 GeV or 2 TeV linear 
collider, but we know the general principles; we know what we have to do. 
f-.jss sections of the order of 

1 v 
c •* — pb , 

« 
with s in TeV*, require luminosities in the range of 10 3 3 to I 0 5 4 c m - 2 s~ l . 
This requires the transverse dimensions of the colliding e + and t~ benches to 
be 10~ a to 1 0 - 1 jim, putting large demands on controlling the sue and position 
of the bunches as they move through the linear accelerator. Large amounts of 
microwave power must be produced efficiently. Bunch halos and backgrounds 
from passage of the bunches through the magnets and collimators most be 
eliminated so as not to overwhelm the detector. 

Linear collider research and development work1* is going on in Europe, 
Japan, the Soviet Union and the United States. There is a great deal to learn 
and invent. It may not be wise to try to jump from the 100 GeV, pioneering 
SLAC Linear Collider to * 1 or 2 TeV linear collider. The best course may 
be to build iin intermediate energy facility of, say, 500 GeV and then use that 
experience to go on. 

As I have already said, the 200 GeV to 2 TeV region is terra incognita. 
Even conventional processes become strange and wonderful.18''7 Suppose there 
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k a massive lepton pah- L~,La with 
*n_ — mo > mw , 

where m_, mo and mw are the masses of the L~* L" and W. Then the major 
decay mode is 

L~ -> L° + W~ , 
where the W~ is real and itself decays. The W~ here is like the * - or p~ in 

r~ —*,+*- , i/f + p" . 
Similarly, the major decay mode of a massive quark pair q, rf with 

n%f — niji > mw , 
is 

f - » * ' + rV- . 
Another wonderful effect of very high energy on conventional processes is 

that the "two virtual-photon* process of Fig. 14a is joined by the "two virtual-
W" process of Fig. Mb. A variation or the process in Fig. 14b provides a neat 
way to produce a physical Biggs particle, 

e + + e" -+ Vt 4- ue + H° , 
via the process in Fig. 14c 

By now we are far in the future; it is almost time to conclude this journey 
from 1 MeV to 2 TeV. Before concluding, I want to speculate on something we 
can search for now—a fepton-speclfic force. 

X. Spcculationm on a Lepton-Sptcific Force 

ft ts strange to me that it is conventional to hope or expect that (a) 
lepton generations mix just as quark generations mix, and (b) neutrinos have 
nonzero mass. It b strange because experiment leads to opposite conclusions. 
There is no evidence f o r e - j A , e - r o r n - r generation mixing. Indeed, one 
of the most precise measurements in particle physics is the upper limit 

There is no confirmed evidence for neutrino TDMSWI being other than tero. 
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I see the leptons as very different from the quarks, and this has led me 
to speculate as to the existence of a force only exerted by and on leptons—a 
lepton-specific force. 

I think of the force as being carried by a neutral particle A, with mass 
mx and an L-\~L coupling of strength — ^/a*. Here L is a charged lepton or 
neutrino. This speculation overlaps axion and Higgs particle ideas, but the A 
doesn't couple to nonleptons. The precise strength of the coupling may depend 
on the type of lepton or generation, but I don't think of — , / a I as depending, 
like the Higgs particle, on the lepton mass. 

Christopher Hawkins and I1" have considered what ranges of mx and « A 

are ruled out by: atomic measurements such as ff« — 2, by previous particle 
physics measurements and Benches, such as axion searches, and by deductions 
from astrophysics. We find that when 

mx £ 10 to 100 MeV/e* . 
There are few experimental limits on the existence of a particle A carrying a 
lepton-specific force. 

Three hypothetical processes in e+e~ collision physics, Fig. 15, allow 
searches for the A. The process in Fig. 15a, with a A in the r-channel, would 
affect small angle Bhabha scattering—a reaction which has never been tested 
to better than several percent in e + e~ collisions physics. 

The process in Fig. 15b, annihilation through the A, would show up as 
an energy resonance at £ « * . = m> in 

€+ + e~-+l++rt t = e , v , r . (21) 
In Sec. B, I noted that there are precise experiments searching for a resonance 
in e + e~ - • e + e~ at £^m. — 1-8 MeV; but many energy regions in £c.w.colliskm 
physics have not been explored for an energy resonance in the reactions in 
Eq. 21. 
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Figure 15 

Hawkins and I are looking for the process in Fig. 15c, using 29 GeV data 
acquired with the Mark II detector at PEP: 

e + + e~ -* e + + e" 4- A , (22a) 

A -* e + + e~ or A - • jt+ + M~~ . (226) 
One final e**" or e~ in Eq. (22a) will usually have an angle close to the beam 
line; then the detected event is 

e* +1~ -• e~ + / * + £* + missing energy , 
the missing energy being carried off approximately along the beam Jin"- The 
background is "two virtual-photon* processes. 
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